We study random field Ising model on Z 2 where the external field is given by i.i.d. Gaussian variables with mean zero and positive variance. We show that at zero temperature the effect of boundary conditions on the magnetization in a finite box decays exponentially in the distance to the boundary.
Introduction
For v ∈ Z 2 , let h v be i.i.d. Gaussian variables with mean zero and variance ε 2 > 0. We consider random field Ising model (RFIM) with external field {h v : v ∈ Z 2 } at zero temperature. For N 1, let Λ N = {v ∈ Z 2 : |v| ∞ N } be a box in Z 2 centered at the origin o and of side length 2N . For any set A ⊂ Z 2 , define ∂A = {v ∈ Z 2 \ A : u ∼ v for some u ∈ A}. The RFIM Hamiltonian H ± on the configuration space {−1, 1} Λ N with plus (respectively, minus) boundary condition and external field {h v : v ∈ Λ N } is defined to be
With probability 1 there exists a unique minimizer, known as the ground state, which we denote by σ Λ N ,+ (with respect to the plus-boundary condition) and σ Λ N ,− (with respect to the minusboundary condition). Our main result is the following theorem. This result lies under the umbrella of the general Imry-Ma [15] phenomenon, which states that in two-dimensional systems any first order transition is rounded off upon the introduction of arbitrarily weak static, or quenched, disorder in the parameter conjugate to the corresponding extensive quantity. In the particular case of RFIM, it was shown in [3, 4] that for all non-negative temperatures the effect on the local quenched magnetization of the boundary conditions at distance N away decays to 0 as N → ∞, which also implies the uniqueness of the Gibbs state. The decay rate was then improved to 1/ log log N in [9] and to 1/N γ (for some γ > 0) in [2] . All these results apply for arbitrarily weak disorder. In the presence of high disorder it has been shown that there is an exponential decay [5, 12, 8] (see also [2, Appendix A]). The main remaining challenge is to decide whether the decay rate is exponential when the disorder is weak. In fact, there have been debates even among physicists on whether there exist regimes where the decay rate is polynomial, and weak supporting arguments have been made in both directions [13, 6, 11] -in particular in [11] an argument was made for polynomial decay at zero temperature for a certain choice of disorder. Our contribution is to prove exponential decay, for any ε > 0 at zero temperature. The natural remaining question is to try to prove an analogue of Theorem 1.1 at positive temperatures.
The two-dimensional behavior of RFIM is drastically different from that for dimensions three and higher: it was shown in [14] that at zero temperature the effect on the local quenched magnetization of the boundary conditions at distance N does not vanish in N in the presence of (arbitrarily) weak disorder, and later an analogous result was proved in [7] at low temperatures.
Our proof method is different from all of [4, 9, 2] (and different from [5, 12, 8] ), except that in the heuristic level our proof seems to be related to the Mandelbrot percolation analogy presented in [2, Appendix B] . The works [3, 4] treated a wide class of distributions for disorder, while [9, 2] and the current paper work with Gaussian disorder. The main features of Gaussian distributions used in the present article are the simple formula for the change of measure (see (13) ) and linear decompositions for Gaussian process (see (22)).
Outline of the proof
We first reformulate Theorem 1.1. For v ∈ Λ N , we define 
For any A ⊂ Z 2 , we can analogously define ξ A by replacing Λ N with A in (1) and (2) . Let
In particular, this implies that m N is decreasing in N , so we need only consider N = 2 n for n 1. Clearly, for any v ∈ C A , there exists a path in C A joining v and ∂A. This suggests consideration of percolation properties of C A . Indeed, a key step in our proof for (3) is the following proposition on the lower bound on the length exponent for geodesics (i.e., shortest paths) in C Λ N . For any A ⊂ Z 2 , we denote by d A (·, ·) the graph distance on the induced subgraph on A.
Proposition 2.1. There exist α = α(ε) > 1, κ = κ(ε) > 0 such that for all N 1
The proof of Proposition 2.1 will rely on [1] , which takes the next lemma as input. For any rectangle A ⊂ R 2 (whose sides are not necessarily parallel to the axes), let A be the length of the longer side and let A Large be the square box concentric with A and of side length 32 A . In addition, define the aspect ratio of A to be the ratio between the lengths of the longer and shorter sides. For a (random) set C ⊂ Z 2 , we use Cross(A, C) to denote the event that there exists a path v 0 , . . . , v k ∈ A ∩ C connecting the two shorter sides of A (that is, v 0 , v k are of ∞ -distances less than 1 respectively from the two shorter sides of A). Lemma 2.2. Write a = 100. There exists 0 = 0 (ε) and δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that the following holds for any N 1. For any k 1 and any rectangles A 1 , . . . , A k ⊆ Λ N/2 with aspect ratios at least a such that (a) 0
(Actually, the authors of [1] treated random curves in R 2 . However, the main capacity analysis can be copied in the discrete case, and the connection between the capacity and the box-counting dimension is straightforward (c.f. [10, Lemma 2.3]).) Armed with Lemma 2.2, we can apply [1, Theorem 1.3] to deduce that for some α = α(ε) > 1,
By a standard percolation argument (Lemma 4.3) which we will explain later, we can enhance the probability decay in (6) and prove (5) .
i k are mutually independent, as long as the sets A Large i for 1 i k are disjoint. Therefore, in order to prove Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that for any rectangle A with aspect ratio at least a = 100 we have
Both the proof of (7) and the application of (5) rely on a perturbative analysis, which is another key feature of our proof. Roughly speaking, the logic is as follows:
• We first consider the perturbation by increasing the field by an amount of order 1/N , and use this to show that the probability for a 0-valued contour surrounding an annulus is strictly bounded away from 1.
• Based on this property, we prove (7), which then implies (5).
• Given (5), i.e., that the length exponent for the geodesic is at least α > 1, we then show that increasing the field by an amount of order 1/N α will most likely change the 0's to +'s. Based on this, we prove polynomial decay for m N with large power, which can then be enhanced to exponential decay.
For compactness of exposition, the actual implementation will differ slightly from the above plan:
• We first prove a general perturbation result in Section 3, where the size of perturbation is related to the graph distance on the induced graph on C Λ N .
• In Section 4, we apply Lemma 3.1 by bounding d C Λ N from below by the 1 -distance and correspondingly setting the perturbation amount to 1/N , thereby proving Lemma 4.2 . As a consequence, we verify (7) .
• In Section 5, we apply Lemma 3.1 again by applying a lower bound on d C Λ N from Proposition 2.1. This allows us to derive Lemma 5.1. As a consequence, we prove in Lemma 5.3 polynomial decay for m N with large power, which is then enhanced to exponential decay by a standard argument.
A perturbative analysis
We first introduce some notation.
Note that we treat u, v as an ordered edge. For simplicity, we will only consider N = 2 n for n 10. Let A N = Λ N \ Λ N/2 be an annulus. In what follows, we will denote {h
: v ∈ Λ N } as various perturbations of the original field, whose meaning will depend on the context. In all situations we will useH
The following two conditions cannot hold simultaneously:
. It is obvious that the B k 's are disjoint from each other, and thus there exists a minimal value k * such that
Let
Note that for any
because if (11) does not hold, then H + (σ ) < H + (σ +,Λ N ) where σ is obtained from σ +,Λ N by flipping its value on S, thus contradicting the minimality of H(σ +,Λ N ). In addition, by monotonicity (with respect to the external field), we have g(S, 0) ⊂g(S, 0) ∪g(S, +). By our definition of B k 's, we see thatg(S, 0) = E(S, B k * ). Therefore, (11) implies that
where the last inequality follows from (b) and (9) . The preceding inequality implies thatH − (σ ) < H − (σ −,Λ N ) where σ is obtained fromσ −,Λ N by flipping its value on S. This contradicts the minimality ofH − (σ −,Λ N ), completing the proof of the lemma.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1, and in a way it is the case of K = ∞ there.
Suppose that the claim is not true. Then take v ∈ C Λ N * (for which the claim fails), and let S be the connected component in C Λ N * that contains v (thus S is not neighboring ∂Λ N ). Define g(S, τ ) andg(S, τ ) as in (10) . Similar to (11) , we have that
In our case, g(S, 0) ∪ g(S, +) =g(S, +) andg(S, 0) ∪g(S, −) = g(S, −). Therefore,
The preceding inequality implies thatH − (σ ) H − (σ −,Λ N ) where σ is obtained fromσ −,Λ N by flipping its value on S. This happens with probability 0 since the ground state is unique with probability 1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1
In this section, we will set K = K(N ) = N/4, and ∆ = ∆(N ) = γ/N for an absolute constant γ > 0 to be selected, and we considerh (N ) as in (8) . In this case Condition (a) in Lemma 3.1 holds trivially. For convenience, we use P N to denote the probability measure with respect to the field {h v : v ∈ Λ N } and useP N to denote the probability measure with respect to {h
Recall that ε is the variance parameter for the field {h v }. For any p > 0, there exists c = c(ε, p, γ) > 0 such that for any event E N withP N (E N ) p, we have that
Proof. There exists a constant C > 0 such thatP N (|h
Also, by a straightforward Gaussian computation, we see that
and thus there exists ι = ι(ε) > 0 such that
Combined with (12) , this completes the proof of the lemma.
For any annulus A, we denote by Cross hard (A, C) the event that there is a contour in C which separates the inner and outer boundaries of A, and by Cross easy (A, C) the event that there is a path in C which connects the inner and outer boundaries of A. Proof. We can write A N/2 = ∪ r i=1 A i where each A i is box of side length N/16 (so a copy of Λ N/32 ) and r 16 is a fixed integer. For a box A, denoting by A Big as the concentric box of A whose side length is 4 A . We have that
For any A ⊂ Λ N , letC A be defined as
Clearly X i 's and X are identically distributed and by (14) X i 's are independent of X (but X i 's are not mutually independent). Let θ = inf{x : P(X x) 1 − 1/2r}. Thus,
The rest of the proof divides into two cases. (4) and (14), we have |C Λ N * (15) , it gives that P(E) 1/4r. Setting γ = 100r, we get that |C
Assume that v ∈ C Λ N and the other case can be treated similarly.
We will use the following property: for any connected set A, u ∈ C A if and only if there exists a connected set A ⊂ A with u ∈ A such that ξ A w = + for all w ∈ A or ξ A w = − for all w ∈ A. The "if" direction of the property follows from (4) . For the "only if" direction, we assume without loss that ξ A u = + and let A be the connected component containing u where the ξ A -value is +. Note Proof of (7) . Let N = min{2 n : 2 n+2 A }. By our assumption on A, it is clear that we can position four copies A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 of A by translation or rotation by 90 degrees so that (see the left of Figure 1 )
• The union of any crossings through A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 in their longer directions surrounds Λ N/32 .
Set p = P(Cross(A, C A Large )) (note that p depends on the dimension of A and also the orientation of A). By rotation symmetry and (4) we see that P(Cross(A i , C Λ N )) P(Cross
In what follows, we denote A = Λ N/8 \ Λ N/32 . Then, by P(Cross(A i , C Λ N )) p and a simple union bound, we get that
Similarly, we can arrange two copies A a , A b of A obtained by translation and rotation by 90 degrees such that Λ N ⊂ A Large a , A Large b and that the union of any two crossings through A Large a , A Large b in the longer direction connects the two boundaries of A (see the right of Figure 1 ). This implies that
Combined with (16) and Lemma 4.2, it yields that p 1 − δ for some δ = δ(ε) > 0 as required.
The following standard lemma will be applied several times below. Divide Λ N into disjoint boxes of side lengths N N where N = 2 n for some n • P(E B ) p for each B.
• If min x∈B i ,y∈B j |x − y| ∞ CN for all 1 i < j k, then the events E B 1 , . . . , E B k are mutually independent.
Furthermore, we say two boxes B 1 , B 2 are adjacent if min x 1 ∈B 1 ,x 2 ∈B 2 |x 1 − x 2 | ∞ 1, and we say a collection of boxes is a lattice animal if these boxes form a connected graph. Proof. On the one hand, the number of lattice animals of size exactly k is bounded by ( N N ) 2 8 2k (the bound comes from first choosing a starting box, and then encoding the lattice animal by a surrounding contour on B(N, N ) of length 2k). On the other hand, for any k such boxes, we can extract a sub-collection of ck boxes (here c > 0 is a constant that depends only on C) such that the pairwise distances of boxes in this sub-collection are at least CN . The proof of the lemma is then completed by a simple union bound, employing the (N, N , C, p)-condition. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let α > 1 be as in Proposition 2.1. Let 1/α < α < 1.
Lemma 5.1. For N 16, set K = (N ) αα and ∆ = (N ) −α(α ) 2 , and leth (N ) be defined as in (8) .
Then there exists C = C(ε) > 0 such that m N C(N ) −6 .
Remark 1. In this lemma, regardless of the size of the box under consideration, the amount of perturbation ∆ in our fieldh (N ) only depends on N . This is crucial for (19) below.
Proof. It suffices to show that by recursion, there exists N 0 = N 0 (ε) such that for N N 0
Suppose that (18) fails for some (N ) 
Together with the assumption that (18) fails, this yields that
Since |C Λ N * ∩Λ N/4 | and |C Λ N * ∩A N/2 | are integer-valued and are at most N 2 , the preceding inequality implies that
Now, set N 0 = N 0 (ε) sufficiently large so that
Therefore, by Proposition 2.1, there exists at least one instance such that
This contradicts Lemma 3.1, thus completing the proof of the lemma.
In the proof of Lemma 5.3, it is important for us to have independence between different scales. To this end, it is useful to consider a perturbation which only occurs in an annulus. 
Then there exists C = C(ε) > 0 such that P(o ∈ C Λ N * ) CN Proof. Without loss of generality let us only consider N = 8 n for some n 1, and defineh (N ) v as in (21). Let E = {o ∈ C Λ 8 * } and E = ∩ 0.9n n E . By Lemma 5.2, we see that P(E c ) CN −3 for some C = C(ε) > 0 (whose value may be adjusted later in the proof). For 0.9n n, let F = σ(h v : v ∈ Λ 8 ) and write
where {g v : v ∈ A 2·8 } is a mean-zero Gaussian process independent of h A 2·8 and {g v : v ∈ A 2·8 } for 0.9n n are mutually independent. Let F be the σ-field which contains every event in F +1 that is independent of h A 2·8 (so in particular F ⊂ F ). By monotonicity, there exists an interval I measurable with respect to F such that conditioned on F we have o ∈ C Λ 8 +1 if and only if h A 2·8 ∈ I . Let I be the maximal sub-interval of I which shares the upper endpoint and |I | |A 2·8 |·16 8 α(α ) 2 . By our definition of E +1 , we see from (22) that conditioned on F we have {o ∈ C Λ 8 +1 } ∩ E +1 if and only if h A 2·8 ∈ I . Thus, for 0.9n n,
Combined with the fact that Var(h A 2·8 ) = ε 2 |A 2·8 |, this gives that
Since {o ∈ C Λ 8 n } ∩ E = ∩ n−1 =0.9n ({o ∈ C Λ 8 +1 } ∩ E +1 ) and since {o ∈ C Λ 8 } ∩ E is F -measurable (and thus is F -measurable), we deduce that P(o ∈ C Λ N ∩ E) CN −3 . Combined with the fact that P(E c ) CN −3 , it completes the proof of the lemma. 
(The last transition above follows from Lemma 5.3.) In addition, we note that in order for o ∈ C Λ N , it is necessary that there exists an open lattice animal on B ∈ B(N, N 0 ) with size at least N 10N 0 . Now, choosing N 0 sufficiently large (so that p is sufficiently small, by (23)) and applying Lemma 4.3 completes the proof.
